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Our life choices are either ours to make or already determine. All ofthis gets blurry or complicated

for our protagonist. A life changingaltercation will be an obstacle or a gift on disguise depending on

our choices.There will always be good or evil in everything we do. It is not destiny butour own doing.

Life is convoluted but this same complexity will establish ourpart in society. It will verify our place in

the social order but it will notmold who we are like; when we see a baker, we donâ€™t expect it to

bake everytime it. We can expect an intricate lifestyle maybe a family but definitely achild with a

father and mother, maybe bills to pay, a story to say, maybe lifeskills in other, a party that. Perhaps

it may help you decide if my story is a next little step towards evolution in human history or just

another person claiming another. Or maybe a ladder on both claims. Whatever it is at least there

was a part that John Ray Tanger (J.R.T.) filled. it may not quench your thirst for knowledge but one

thing is for certain you have learned a bit about how our protagonist view a certain situations that

will affect his decision. If it is for the good or the bad isentirely up to the readers. This story will help

the reader practice their owndecision making. That same thought will apply in our lives and

conclusions One can respect you, but this doesn't mean one must like you. A sharp mind is

definitely an advantage in school, campus, work place and retirement plan. It's time to take control

of a critical period of our time. The critical truth that will be explored in the story by the end you will

always be you. It's not fate it's just human nature that is somehow a part of our evolution. We are

meant to have mistake, it's what we do next is the true question. By this way we are having an

advantage from competion. This will harbor our version of the truth that may or may not affect the

perspective of reality. I know we seem to have adversities now but trust yourself that you will get

through to it, it's not pretending or a made up word but a sheer necessity for our race. Our very

existence challenge by ever changing path because it has too and we must try to just go with it. The

beyond will be uncertain for sure and all we can do is be ready for some of the uncertainty. Always

remember that time don't wait for anyone. The reasonable action is required for us, but not

sacrificing our humanity.
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